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THE HEARING OF FINAL JUDGEMENT BY THE

SUPREME COURT BY WAY OF CASSATION :

ANOTHER RIGHT OF APPEAL GRANTED TO ANY
ONE OF THE PARTIES?

Yoseph Gebre Egziabher*

One of the juuisdictions of the Supreme Court of the People's Democra-
tic Republic of Ethiopia is :

to hear by way of cassation a final decision of the Supreme Co:irt
or other courts, where such decision contains fundamental error of
law, or for other reasons specified by procedural laws.'

As regards the discharging of tIlis functio by the Supreme Court the law
provides:

A firal decision of the Supreme Court or any other court may
be heard in cassation by a chilot 2 constituted by at least four jud-
ges of the Supreme Court with the president or one of the vice pre-
sidents presiding. 3

Concern ng the authority Ampowered to initiate such a hearing by way
of cassation, it is provided:

a fjial decision shall be heard by way of ,cassation as provided in Ar-
ticle 4 of this proclamation where the president of the Supreme
Court so decides or where the Procurator General submits a protest

An examination of these provisions of the proclamarion raises tie issue:
What is the the role of the parties to a case that has been finally
deaded but that is found, upon an examination by either the
procurator General or the president of the Supreme Court, to contain
a fundamental error of law>) ?

Put differently, this general issue can be split into the following issues:
(1 ) Is the hearing another appeal like any other ordinary appeal where
the Supreme co jrt must summon the parties as appellants and respon-
dents ?

(2) If so, will the hearing depend on the wishes of the parties like any
other appeal ?

If our answer to the issues in (') and (2) is in the negative:
(a) Does it mean that the parties have no role in the hearing of the
final decision by way of cassation?
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b) If so, who wilJ be the parties i tVie hearing of the final decision
by way of cassatiorn?

The issue as regards the role of the parties' becomes all the more relevant
when it is noted that review by way of cassation of a final judgement is not
lin)ted to criminal cases. It is .possible in civil cases as well. In regard to crimi-

nal cases their adjudication is. obviously, within the jurisdiction of the procu-
ratorial office.5 It thus becomes reasonable to expect that the hearing of a final

judgement in criminal cases would in most instances be submitted by the pro
curator Generals protest. This view becomes all the more tenable, at least nor-

matively speaking, when it is recalled that ensuring the full realization of the
rights of individuals, be it legal or physical is one of tie duties of the procura-
torial office.6 It can thus be expected that one of the parties to the case, the
procurator, would request that the procurator General submit a protest for
a hearing of a final judgement in a criminal case by way of cassation in cases
where it (< contains fundamental error of law>). The procurator would be expected
to do this as part of his normal duty eian i- it is h3 inta -asts of the accused
defendant that are at stake as a result of the fundamental legal error. In civil
cases, however, most of the time no representative of a state organ with such
similar duty apperears as one of the parties. Thus, a final judgement in civil ca-
ses that contains ( fundamental error of law>) may remain valid so long as one
of the parties fails to bring such a judgement to the attention of the Procurator
General or the President of the Supreme Court. It is also possible that either of
the two officials could in some way come across such a final judgement
in a civil case.Outside these possibilities, however, a final judgmentin a civil
case that u contains fundamental error of law>> would remain in force, despite
the fact that it is illegal. This would be true in the absence of a mechanism that
would enable bringing the existence of such a final judgementto the attention
of the concerned officials. Yet, it seems to be clear-from the law that it is one

of their duties.

A civil case being a private concern of the aggrieved parties it could
appropriately be asked, why should such high state officials be doncerned about
a final civil judgement that (a contains fundamental error of law ? However,
it is clear that the above cited provisions on the hearing of final judgements
by way of cassation are applicable to final judgements in civil cases as well.

it is also important to note the period within which an application for
a hearing by way of cassation by the special cilot of the Supreme court It
can be made.

. . . within six months from the date oi which the decision pro-

tested is rendered. The Court may not be bound by the time limit set

forth herein where there are special reasons and where the application

is beneficial to a defendant sentenced to a term of imprisonment."
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As already pointed out above, the rectification of a fina I judgement in
civil cases that contains (< fundamental error of law, without a mechanism that
could bring about its realization would, to a large extent, remain academic. This
would be the case, since individual parties to such a case would not, for obvious
reasons, worry themselves to see to it that such ( fundamental error of laws
is rectified unless they find it expedient. Neither should the concerned state offi-
cials be mechanically duty minded so as to rectify (fundamental error of law)>
contained in any final court judgement if is is known that the parties will not
take advantage of such rectification. This does not, however, help us to fully
reslove what the role of the parties to a final judgement that contains ( funda-
mental error of law)) should be.

Neither does it help us to understand why the Supreme court is empowered
with this extraordinary power of review of judgements and why the duty to
put this power into motion is imposed upon the Procurator General and the
President of the Supreme Court

It thus becomes necessary to examine those objectives and powers and
duties of the supreme court and the procuratorial office that could help us see
if either or both state organs have objectives or powers and duties such that
the non-rectification of final judements in civil and criminal cases that contain
<fundamental error of law> become deterimental to the attainment of such objec-
tives or to the discharge of such duties. Both state organs could also have objec-
tives or powers and duties that the attainment of such objectives or the discha-
rge of such duties require the rectification of final judgements in civil and crimi-
nal cases that <contain fundamental error of law.a In the absence of such objec-
tives aid powers and duties that necessitate the rectification of such final jud-
gements so as to. at least, enable courts learn from their errors; we wll have
no alternative but to leave their rectification to the entire discretion of the par-
ties to such final judgements except those where the procuratoriat office is
represented as one of the parties. 'Let us, therefore, examine those objectives
and powers and duties of these two state organs that could help us see if
both or either of them have such objectives or powers and duties.

The procuratorial office has, among others, the following objectives:

to ensure that laws, regulations orders and directives of the people's
Democratic Republic of Ethiopia are correctly and uniformly applied
in all places; to protect the rights and freedoms of citizens guaranteed
by the constitution and other laws.. . 8

As regards powers and duties the procuratorial office is, among others
empowered to:

supervise over the obsevance and correct application of the Constitu-
tion, other laws, regulations and directives by ministries, other or-
gans of government, production, distribution and service rendering
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enterprises, cooperatives, regional executive organs, officials thereof
as well as individuals so as to ensure socialist legalty.'

The Supreme Court, on the other hand, has, among others, the followwing
objectives:

to safeguard the legally guaranted rights, interests and freedoms of
individuals; to strengthen the maintenance of law and order and the
observance of socialist legality. 1

When it comes to powers and duties, the Supreme Court in its plenum has;
among others, the powers and duties to:

issue directives to the courts with the view to improving the administ
ration of justice and ensuring the uniform application of laws 11

'it can be noted from the above that both the Suprerie Court and the Procu-
racy have the powers and duties of ensuring the correct and uniform applica-
tion of laws.

Ensuring the correct and uniform application of laws, regulations and direc
tives in all places in Ethiopia requires the working of all state organs, including
obviously, the courts, mass organizations, enterprises engaged in production,
distribution and rendition of services, and other institutions in the country in
strict observance of the country's laws that are relevant for the proper discharge
of their duties.

In other words, in order for there to be a uniform application of laws.
regulations. orders and directives throughout the country, all state organs,
mass organizations and all other institutions in the country must exercise
their powers and duties. in accordance with the law. This means that similar
sets of occurrences should, by being-governed by similar decisions, be treated
in similar ways; irrespective.of the individuals empowered to render decisions
and irrespective of the individuals affected or expected to be affected by the
decisions. Such decisions that need to-be made in accordance with the law
ensuring its correct and uniform application include, among others:

a) administrative decisions that must be made to grant a license to
trade,"to delimit areas of economic activities that are to be left to
the private sector, to decide salaries that must be paid for similar
posts, and the like; and

b) judicial decisions that must be made to redress wrongs suffered
by individuals, to 'hold persons accused of crimes guilty, to arrive
at penalties appropriate for crimes committed by persons found
guilty of. such crimes, and the like.

That Courts conduct trials to arrive at final decisions is obvious. That there
are laws that govern the conducting of trials of.both civil and criminal cases is
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equally obviouis. Thus, courts also must conduct trials in civil and criminal case-

such that the whole judicial process is based on the correct and uniform app-

lication of the relevant laws- What the parties to any case would be interested

in is, however, in the uniform and correct application of the. law by the courts

in their final decisions that dispose of a given case. So long as final decisions

of courts are based on the correct and uniform application of the law; parties

will not bother themselves as to whether or not courts conducted trials by

applying the relevant laws correctly and uniformly. If there is to be correct

and uniform application of laws by state organs under supervision for its rea-

lization; there is no reason whythe application of laws by the courts during

the trial of civil and criminal cases should be an exception. The above cited

powers and duties of the plenum of the Supreme court are thus, as can be

clearly seen from its reading, intended to exactly achieve this. In other words.

ensuring the correct and uniform application of laws by courts during the

whole judicial process is not the duty of the procuratorial office. It is one

of the duties of the plenum of the Supreme Court.

As can be inferred from the above cited powers and duties of the procu-

jacysocialist legality cannot mean anything else than strict observance and

correct an d uniform application of the country's laws by everyone expected

to play any role, be it as an interacting member of the society or as an official

entrusted with the rendition of decisions, so that legalnorms will be effec-

tively implemented.

Ensuring the correct and uniform application of the laws of the country,

thereby achiving socialist legality, is thus one of the objectives and powers and

duties of the two state organs mentioned just above It must, however, be noted

that the duty of the plenum of the Supreme Court of ensuring the correct and uni-

form application of the laws of the country by overseeing the discharge of func-

tions of state organs is limited to the courts. The procuracy's duty of ensuring

correct and uniform application of laws by state organs. 12 on the other hand,

does not include supervision over the judicial activities of courts. That the

Supreme Court in plenum can also ensure the uniform and correct application

of laws, when it is so requested by the Procurator General under his protest o

when the president of the Supreme Court so decides, cannot be doubtedr

However, ensuring the uniform and correct apllication of laws by lower court in.

the discharge of theirjudicial function is viewed by the legislator as one of the

duties of the Supreme Court in plenum which it must perform irrespective of

any appeal made to it by any party to a case. This becomes true since parties

to any case, be it civil or criminal, would resort to their legal rights of appeals

only as regards the final decision of lower courts. A protest by the Procurator

General or a decision by the presideut of the Supreme Court equally applies

only to final decisions of lower courts as well as the Supreme Court.
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It being provided that the President or one of the Vice Presidents should
participate in the plenum of the Supreme Court, 13 the hearing of final jud-
gements by the Supreme Court by way of cassation could be viewed as a mec-
hanism at the disposal of the plenum that would facilitate the discharge of
its above stated duty. However, it could equally be argued that uniform and
correct application of laws by Courts in their final judgements is the duty of the
procuracy. It can be argued that the Supreme court's duty, as regards final
judgements of lower courts, is to strengthen socialist legality after its
attention has been drawn by the procurator General or the accused person
in criminal cases and by either of the parts in civil cases, to the existence of
final court judgements that ((contain fundamental errors of laws>. If the hearing
of final judgements by way of cessation is viewed thus ( a view that would
be fully based on the justifiable ground that amendment of judgements would
make sense if, and only if , at least one of the parties is willing to take advan-
tage of such an amendment), it follows that the plenum of the Supreme court
does not have the. duty to review final court judgments by way of cassation
unless, at least, one of the parties to any final judgement, be it by a protest or
a pettition. indicates its interest ina review of such a judgement.

It must, however, be recalled that even as regards the rectification of final
court judgements that o contain fundamental error of law>, all the party that
shows interest in their review can do is to appeal to the sense of socialist lega-
lity of the plenum of the Supreme Court, so as to ensure socialist legality by the
courts in their final judgements. The same holds true, in the case of normal
appeals as well. Thus, the Procurator General may not, as indeed no other party
may do, render decision the way he sees i fit for the realization of socialist lega-
lity and demand its implementation. The plenum of the .Supreme Court is. on the
other hand, legally empowered, like any court, to replace the final judgement
of any court, including the Supreme Court, by its judgemen tan d demand its exe-
cution, It should thus follow that the plenum of the Supreme Court has the power
and duty to quash final court judgements even in criminal cases that. in its view,
(econtain fundamental error of lavw and replace them by its judgements on the
basis of a decision of the president of the Supreme Court for their review
even in cases where the Procurator General objects. The view of the parties,
including that of the Procurator General, as to whether or not a given
final judement (<contains fundamental error of law)a is, except for its usual
Power of persuation, irrelevant as regards the final disposition of the final
judgement under review.

That hearing of final court judgements by way of cassation would, on the
other hand, serve the Supreme Court in tie discharge of its function of ensuring
tho uniform application of laws by lower courts could not be doubted. This
becomes true for the simple reason that this mechanism would , as indeed do
normal appeals, enable it to realisze its above mentioned function- It would thus
be reasonable to expect that the Suprem3 Court in plenum will, irrespective of
the wishes and expectations of the parties to any final judgement, review any
final judgement so as to improve the adminsitration of justice by ensuring the
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uniform application of laws. It would thus be wrong, it seems- reasonable to

state, to view the hearing of final judgements by the plenum of the Supreme

Court by way of cessation as another right of appeal granted -to anyone of the

parties to a final judgement of a court, be it civil or criminal.

It could, however, be persuaively argued that examining the judgements of

lower courts to ensure the a( correct and uniform application of laws)> does not

inevitably entail revision of final judgements as is needed in cases where the

final judgements <( contain fundamental error of law> and at least one of the par-

ties shows interest in their revision by way of cassation, The plenum of the Sup-

reme court can thus issue directives to lower courts on how they should apply

the law so as to ensure its uniform application after examining their final jud-

gements that ( contain fundamental error of law), it can convincingly be ar-

gued, wtihout necessarily rendering its judegement on the case. If. at least ona

of the parties to a final court judgement shows his interst in its review by way

of cessation, the argument would go on, the plenum of the Supreme court would

examine the final judgement by way of cassation.

That the plenum of the Supreme court must examine those final judgements

on which the parties have exhausted their right of appeal as well, so as to

effectively discharge its duty of ensuring uniform application of the law by the

court must, however, be noted. it follows that the plenum of the Supreme court

must, to teach all other divisions of the supreme court and lower courts so that

they may not commit similar a< fundamental error of law in the future, check

their final judgements as well. Should it, however, resort to rendering its jud-

gement on those final judgements of lower courts that ( contain fundamen tal

error of law>; or would it be enough if it were to notify such lower courts on such

errors in its directives?

To answer this, it becomes necessary to raise the question; What rationale,

if any, could there be that must have forced the legislature to impose the duty

of e:.suring strct and uniform application of the contry's laws by all organs of

state, mass organizations, enterprises engaged in production and distribu-

tion of goods and in the rendition of services and by private persons ? To answer

this question, a brief examination of the guiding principle of socialist societies

and societies that follow the socialist path of devlopement becomes necessary.

The guiding principle in such societies is socialism. Their aspiration is to

bring about an accelerated societal development by guiding their development

in accordance with the the tenets of socialism. Thus, societies that have attai-

ned the societal stage of development of socialism guide their developmeant

to attain the communist stage of societal development in a planned manner.

Likewise pre-capitalist societies that opt for the socialist path of development

guide their development programmatically to attain the socialist stage of socie-

tal development, by overpassing other. stages, including capitaism; as the

history of development of the developed countries in Eu ope shows.
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Under the tenets of scientific socialism, societies can attain higher stages
of societal development provided the appropriate guidance is exercised bya
state that is guided in accordance with scientific socialism. Once such a state
comes into existence,: development of the level of consciousness of the
individual members of such a society and its economic development so that
it attains the desired stage of societal develolopment in as short a period as
possible, calis for strict compliance with the rules of conduct of societa
interaction designed in accordance with socialism. In other words, designing
rules of societal interaction that would accelerate the attainment of the
aspried stage of development is indspensable. Such rules of societal
interaction, it seems obvious to state, must be rules of societal interaction
that are adhered to by all the members of such societies, if the development
aspired at is to be realized. That this, in turn, would call for the strict and
uniform application of norms of societal interaction sanctioned by law either
positively or negatively so that socialist legality will be insured seems to
be clear. A mechanism that would ensure the realization of socialist legality
in the administration of justice so that state officials intervene and remedy
the illegality of final court judgements that may not be (a disturbed )) in
bccordance with the legal system of capitalist societies, and societies that forlow
the capitalist path of development, becomes necessary.

That law is considered as one of the instruments of the State for the as-
pired stage of societal development in such societies can be seen from the roie
that law is expected to play in the Soviet Union. This is what is termed as
the heuristic function of law, which is the the educational role that a legal sys-
tem plays by making people learn the norms of societal interactions expected
of them, so that law can contribute its share to the achievement of the stage of
societal development that is aspired for. " If Jaw is to perform such a function,
mechanisms that would, to the extent possibie, ensure its strict and uniform ap-
plication must be devised.

If the functioning of such mechanisms were to be left to private indivi-
duals, they may not, as already noted above, ensure their strict operation so as
to bring about the strict and uniform application of laws. One can, it seems reas-
onable to state as regards this point, draw an analogy on the division of
crimes into complaint crimes and serious rimces. Complaint crimes, it is belived,
affe;ct mainly private interests of individuals who are the victims of such
crimes. This being the case. prosecution and punishment of criminals who
commit such crimes is left up to the discretion of private individuals who are
the victims of such crimes. serious crimes being, on the other hand, conceived
as crimes that affect not only the individuals who are immediate victims of
such crimes but mainly society at large, the prosecution and punishment of such
criminals is usually entrusted to a state organ; the office of the prosecutor
This is for the reason that societies must prevent the commission of crimes
by ensuring law and order which is a sine qua non for positive societal
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interaction. However, if, despite this attempt, crimes are committed, the
perpetrators of serious crimes must, it is believed, be punsished by society at

least for purposes of deterence. To leave the punishment of the perpetrators to
the discretion of the immediate victims of serious crimes could amount to jeopar-
dizing the overall societal interest of prevention of the commission of such cri-

mes in the future by giving a lesson to would be perpetrators of such crimes in
the future. This becomes true since the immediate victims of such serious crimes
may, for a variety of reasons such as getting the appropriate redress for their
mishap, find it expedient to leave perpetrators of such crimes unpunished.

It can be stated that, once their premise on the prerequisite for societal
development is accepted, socialist societies and societies that follow the socia-
list path of development must, to realize the maximum contribution from their

legal systems for their aspired development, entrust the strict functioning of
mechnanisms such as the hearing of final judgements by way of cassation to the
care of state officials. After all, that their hearing will, to the extent that errors
of law are rectified.by it, contribute to the ensuring of strict and u ifrom app-
licatation of iaws cannot be doubted.

It must, however, be noted that as always happens in reasonings by ana-
logy. the rectifying of a <c fundamental error of l aws> in a final judgement in a
civil case, where the rectification brings about more benefits to one of the pat-

ties, may not be fully realized unless the party so favoured decides to execute
the rectified final judgement. This does not, however, mean that such final jud-

gernents need not be rectified. This is because rectification of (( fundamental

error of law> in final judgements would enhance the discharge of one of the
duties of the plenum of the Supreme Court already cited above; i.ethe

issuance of <( directives to the courts with the view to improving the admin i
stration of justice and ensuring the uniform application of laws) in the discharge
of their judicial duties.

However, the argument that examining the judgements of lower courts
to see if laws are uniformly applted does not necessarily entail revising these
judgements to the extent that they <contain fundamental error of law ). A que-
stio.n as to whether the plenum of the Supreme Court can issue directives to

lower courts instructing them on how they should have applied the law could,

as already noted above, be raised. It thus becomes essential to concede the role

of initiation by at least one of the patries to a final court judgement and a dis-

play of interest that the party requesting for its revision will demand execu-

tion of the revised judgement of the plenum of the Supreme Court, should the

party requesting revision by way of cassation find the revised judgement of

the plenum of the Supreme court more advantageous. The plenum of

the Supreme Court may not demand aything more than this form the party

that requests revisioni of a final judgement of any lower court, including

the Supreme Court. This becomes .. justifiable for the main reason that
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the plenum would, even in the absence of interest shown by a party to any
final court judgement, examine such judgement so as to be able to discharge
une of its duties, already cited, i.e. :

to issue directives to the courts with the view to improving the
adminsitration of justice and ensuring the uniform application of
laws 5

The duty of ensuring uniform application by the courts in the discharge of
their judicial function being that of the Supreme Court, it becomes essential to
raise the question as to what meaning should be attached to one of the powers
and duties of the procuracy, which is:

to follow up the legality of decisions or orders of the courts. '

The following points must be taken into consideration when attempting
to resolve this question. One of these points is, as already noted above, the mec-
hanism made available to the procuracy to ensure correct and uniform appli-
cation of laws. This is to appeal to the sense of duty of higher courts to annul
those judgements, orders and decisions of lower courts that are not rendered
in accordance with the law.Thus, that it is the higher courts, in general, and
the plenum of the Supreme Court, in particular, that ensure the realization of
socialist legality by quashing judgements. orders and decisions of lower courts
that are not rendered in accordance with the law seems to be clear.

The second point that must be kept in mind, as again already noted above,
is that the judicial system in socialist societies and in societies that follow the
socialist path of development is such that it cannot be performed if the plenum
of the Supreme court is (( dormant) that needs to be (( awakened by either of
the parties to a given case so as to examaine such a case to ensure socialist lega-
lity. Enhancement of the role that law is expected to play under socialism de-
mands that the plenum of the Supreme Court discharge its share of duty of
ensuring socialist legality. This demands that the plenum examine judgements
of lower courts, without the need for any complaint from the parties to court
judgements, so as to issue appropriate directives to lower courts.

That the president of the Supreme court will be responsible to bring to the
attention ot the Supreme Court judgements that are not based on the uniform
application of the law to enable the plenum issue appropriate directives is clear.
That this task would include final court judgements as well as equally clear. Com-
pared to the procurator General who will have access to final court
judgements only in criminal cases, the president of the Supreme Court is the
most approppriate official to decide which final court judgements should
be rectified by the plenum of the Supreme Court beca use they (< contain
fundamental error of law.) This becomes true since the discharge of this duty
of his is incidental to the main duty of the plenum of the Supreme Court of
ensuring the uniform application of laws by lower courts.

On the other hand, it must be noted that the procuratorial office is in no
position to be even aware of the existence of decisions and orders made by
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courts in civil cases in the discharge of their judical activities to arrive at a fi-

nal decision that disposes of a case. Moreover, the plenum of the Supreme Court

must, as already noted above, examine all orders and decisios rendered by lower

courts while performing their judical activities so as to ensure uniform applica-

tion of the law by lower courts, including the Supreme Court. It thus seems to

follow that the power and duty of follow - up of the legality of decisions

and orders of lower courts being implicit in the discharge of its duty of issu -

ing o directives to the courts, with the view to improving the adminstra-

tion of justice and ensuring the uniform application of laws)), it should be left to

the Supreme Court. This becomes all the more reasonable when we re-

call that all the procuracy can do is appeal to the sense of legality of other jud-

ges in higher courts.
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